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the 1908 wallabies were the first national australian union 

side to tour beyond new zealand. They enjoyed great success on 
the pitch, winning 32 games out of 38 played and gold in the Olympic 
rugby competition.

The Wallabies left Sydney in August 1908 and returned 

in February 1909. In between they travelled right 

around the world, playing matches in England, Wales, 

California and Canada. 

On their return to Australia many players switched to 

the professional rugby league game, establishing the 

strength of that code in Australia.
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m Top right: The Wallabies team against Wales, 12 December, 1908

m Above left: Dr Herbert Moran, Wallabies’ captain

m Above right: SS Omrah, on which the Wallabies travelled to England
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by 1908 australia was no longer a colony of Great Britain. 
Whilst in Britain, however, the Wallabies were often angered by 
patronising references to them as colonials, even ‘convicts’. This 
caused great resentment amongst many of the players.
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All except two of the Wallabies were born in Australia. 

They regarded themselves as Australians, and were 

proud to represent their country. They recognised 

their links to Britain – which some players called 

‘home’ or the ‘mother-country’. However, they were 

often angered by British assumptions that they 

would play and behave in a rough, uncultured way.

Before every game on the tour the Wallabies 

performed an ‘Aboriginal War-Cry’. This was following 

a tradition established by the 1905 All Blacks – which 

continues to this day with the Haka – and the 1906 

Springboks. Such performances were popular with 

crowds and consequently with the tour’s promoters. 

The captain, Dr Herbert Moran, and many of the 

players found the ‘war cry’ ridiculous and embar-

rassing. They felt it had no basis in aboriginal 

culture and was simply a publicity stunt. The 

tour management insisted on its performance. 

Moran registered his protest by hiding in the 

middle of the players during its performance.
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